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ABSTRACT 

This paper focuses on a developmental study of feminist concerns expressed through the fiction of the  female 

writers  during contemporary feminist movement. Their fiction work within its historical, social and culture 

context during feminist movement are investigated. Present paper examines how the selected modern women 

writers treat feminism and female identity in their works and how women writer‟s movements, their techniques 

and thematic works attempt to help modern world to understand women‟s issues feminine concepts. It is also 

proposed to study whether they are successful in transferring their senses, emotions, experiences and issues 

because they write about their same sex and are from women community.  It is a collection of movements and 

ideologies aimed at defining, establishing and defending equal political, economic and social rights for women. 

A feminist pleads or supports the rights and equality of women. Feminism in India aims at defining, establishing 

and defending equal political and social rights as well as equal opportunities for Indian women. Feminism 

Abstract in Indian Fiction in English is, as commonly conceived, and is a very sublime and over-the-top concept 

handled subtly under restricted circumstances. India women writers have often raised variety of themes in a 

style that usually poetry and novels are capable of offering. Indian writers have often raised their voice against 

social and cultural inequality that constrained women‟s liberty and perpetrated institutional seclusion of women. 

Kamla Das explores the women‟s plight suffering in their days to day life. Shashi Desponde deals with 

remorseful condition of women. Anita Desai primarily deals with human conditions of suffering women. Kamla 

Markandeya opts the theme of east-west encounters. So, Indian writers in English are keenly aware of women 

related issues and they plead for gender equality in their own way. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 Feminism in Indian English Fictions, as commonly conceived, is a very sublime and overthe-top concept 

handled subtly under restricted circumstance. It is not at all a new concept and over the years many writers and 

novelists have successfully raised the issue through their creative writings. Indian women novelists and other 

writers, composing their thoughts in English range from array of writers like Toru Duff to Kamla Das and from 

Sarojani Naidu to Suniti Namjoshi, Arundhati Roy to Shashi Despande. These female Indian Writers have opted 

the astonishing variety of themes in a style that usually poetry and novels are capable of offering. Indian Women 

Writers have often raised their voice against social and cultural inequality that constrained women‟s liberty and 
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perpetrated institutional seclusion of women.  Women writers explore into the life of house-wives and condemn 

their exploitation in order to make sense of the fast changing pace of the new world. Kamla Das explores into 

the women‟s plight in India and the world around them. Others like, Shashi Despande, sketches characters who 

blame their own complacence for their remorseful condition and stoic suffering. Bapsi Sidhwa highlights the 

socio-economic conditions of women of Parsi community. Anita Desai‟s novels are an exploration into the 

psychic world of women who face various oddities and eccentricities in their day to day lifeThe feminist 

perspective came into prominence ever since the prominent writers like Anita Desai, Nayantara Sahgal and 

Shobha De began to opt the women‟s issues as their themes and focused on the cause of Indian women. The 

stand taken by them is the same as taken by the feminists who oppose the customs norms and traditions of the 

society which tends to place women in a position interior to that of man-socially, politically, physically and 

economically. These novelists have taken up themes of rebellion against the existing social set up by its women 

characters. Women are no longer like a „puppet‟ portrayed in a traditional way where husbands are the lords and 

women are identified as weak, meek and submissive creature. These writers have created protagonists who feel 

and realize that they also have their own role to play in family and society like their male counterpart. They too 

have their own likes and dislikes. They want to raise voice to be heard by the society. So, a class of new women 

has come up in order to play a positive role on the world to promote the women‟s cause and perspective. 

Nayantara  Sahgal‟s novel The Day in Shadow, the women characters are seen revolting against male 

supermacy. The heroine Simrit represents the plight of Indian woman who fights in their own way to get rid of 

unhappy marriages. When she get divorce from her husband, a woman in India faces a lot of difficulties as the 

society look upon her in a prejudicial manner. She has to face a lot of problems in almost all the spheres of life- 

moral, social and economical. In Sahgal‟s Rice Like Us, the heroine, Shonali, occupy a high and respectable 

position as an I.A.S. Officer yet she finds it difficult to avoid marriage. The „inevitability‟ of marriage in our 

conservative society is questioned in the novel and present tradition of getting married being ultimate goal of 

every women, is ironically ridiculed by the novelist. Even if she is boss in the office, the male officials tend to 

disobey her orders due to their ego problem and superiority complex. 

The female protagonists of Nayantara Sahgal are the new women who excert for freedom from all social and 

moral obligations which fetter their freedom. They fight against male dominance and demand right of equality. 

They dare to show that they have in them the courage of rebellion and they do not accept the conventional 

impulse for submission. The women of Sahgal are “strivers and aspirers, towards freedom, toward goodness, 

toward a compassionate world. Their virtue is a quality of heart and mind and spirit, a kind of untouched 

innocence and integrity” 

The feminist standpoint is manifest in the novels of Anita Desai even though the revolting women are not so 

bold. The female protagonist are apparently unwilling to accept the male dominance and the female subjugating 

tendency of Indian society. The leading female characters in Cry, the Peacock and Voices in the city, Maya and 

Monisha rebel against their insensitive and uncaring husbands who never care to understand the feelings of their 

wives. Maya‟s rebellious woman is the product of frustration caused by the non-fulfillment of wife‟s aspirations. 
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She longs to satisfy her physical and emotional needs but she could not get that from her husband. As an 

educated and modern woman, Maya finds it much difficult to tolerate the Gautama‟s indifference towards her. 

At its climax, in a fit of extreme anger and frustration, she kills him and also kills herself. 

In Voices in the city, Desai presents the pathetic life of Monisha, an educated young woman married in 

conservative middle class joint family. She strongly dislikes the monotony of traditional house-wives whose 

thinkings are confined to such things like saris, jewellery, babies etc. Her husband, Jiban, never reciprocates her 

love and overlooks her pains. She resorts to suicide as the only means to get rid of pain and sorrow. Thus, 

women of Anita Desai revolt against the traditional concept of submissive women like Sati-Savitri who silently 

accept their fate as suppressed individuals 

Shobha De is totally different from other Indian Women Writers. She has ushered as new trend in her feminist 

stands and  outright reject the male hegemony. She strikes through her  novel  the unsympathetic and inhuman 

attitude of callousness and indifference of men towards women denying rights of equality. 

Shoba De ridicules the conventional thinking where once married, a woman is expected to be loyal to her 

husband, while for the husband it is his pleasure whether to honour the marriage or break it or play with it. A 

man can keep a number of mistresses while a woman has to sulk silently at home with all her sufferings and 

humiliations. Shobha De‟s women launch an assault against the conservative thinking and the conservative 

tradition of moral values which often bind them from rebelling. The women of Shobha De have a number of 

boyfriends as much as their husbands have girl friends. In Socialite Evenings, the protagonist, karuna, shares a 

physical relationship with her husband‟s friend, Krish, and in stead of keeping it a secret she is open about it; “I 

love this friend of yours, and I want to be with him in vehice” .  Again, Karuna‟s friend and mentor, Anjali, also 

maintains a sting of lovers like her husband Abbas who leads a reckless and promiscuous life. Ultimately, Anjali 

renounces her marriage for she is tired of Abba‟s humiliating behavior towards her. She often felt humiliated in 

her own bedroom whenever Abba‟s guests decide to stay with them for the night after the party. After divorce, 

Anjali marries kumar who has enormous wealth but he is homosexual who fulfils his sexual lust with a young 

boy Murty. In Shapshots, all the six women have diverse marital status Reema and Surekha had arranged 

marriages. Rashmi is an unwed mother who has to work to look after her son after his irresponsible father had 

left her high and dry. Swati and Aparna are divorcees. Noor is still single and unmarried. 

Shobha De, thus, overthrows and reject the age-old dominance of male in sexual matters. Her new women 

unequivocally come out with a new way of lives with bold statements and actions dethroning such male 

prerogatives. Marriage is no longer an essential social institution. It is no longer regarded as inevitable element 

for the well-being of the family and society in De‟s novels. Marriages are no longer settled in heaven. New 

women have redefined the concept of marriage because of lack of mutual faithfulness between husband and 

wife. These new educated, attractive, confident and assertive women believe in total freedom in life. Therefore, 

Reema in Shapshots says very freely; “Imagine not knowing anybody, any other feeling, any other sensation. 

Forever, sounds terrible. Like eating dal-chaval olay in any out. 
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Kamla Makandeya is preoccupied in emphasing the socio economic aspect that affect the interaction of Indians 

and non Indians . she deals with personal conflict of the protagonist and their social backgeround  which itself is 

embroiled in the pangs of  a social change .In Nector in a sieve , it is the personal conflict of rukhmani against a  

chaning social background, which is caught in the beautiful personal relationship with an alien kenny, and the 

final denouncement ends in the theme of acceptance as a panacia. In Some Inner Fury, she follows her familiar 

pattern, personal life story, class background and the social conflict. She depicts in the novel the personal life of 

Mira with the urban background, and also the social conflict expanding into personal conflict of loyalty to love 

to her brother, to the country. Possession (1963) and Some Inner Fury (1963) are based on the theme of East-

West encounter. In these novels, the non-Indian characters are torn between loyalties and their ambivalence is 

seen not only in the love-hate relationship between and non-Indians, but also in the personal relations, where 

they find it easy to accept Indian individuals, but as an entity they are not able to accept the Indian reality. 

Thus, we may arrive at a conclusion that the Indian novelists are keenly aware of various problems which 

women face in their day-to-day life. Almost all the major novelists of Indian Writers in English has raised 

various issues relating to women and they are performing the tasks of feminists. Indian novelists are pleading 

for equality and justice for women in their own way while expressing their creative genius. 
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